over a thousand students to sort through in the second
the bus. He thought he'd seen her around school, but with
chin-length dark hair watching him as she waited to board.
He greeted his hands as he nodded a girl with shining
forties, as she'd done them; that it wasn't always necessary.
For all of his preschoool years, he'd spoken more in sign
than in English, and those were times, even now, when he
had learned American Sign Language as a first language.
and impulse that came automatically to those like him who
had begun to muddle with his hands.
Forty-five sounded better.

minutes.
il and waited for the next one, he'd be home in forty-five
this bus, he'd be home in twenty-five minutes. If he missed
now he'd wanted a seat, but he didn't move. If he got on,
then watched the bus filling up, knowing he should get on.

1
eyes and look a green curtain. "Well, that's about all."

He leaned back against the bus bench and let the late

air rush in. At least, that's how he saw it.

There was a room, an instrument, an expanse of her will

a rack of a feeling. It was different with Phina. For her,

a room section is divided. There was a sound about help with the

immediacy, the feel quickly. Phina liked so hard. The

in his special classes. Nobody at the school expected much from a deaf kid, even

high-grade homework. No matter how much help he had,

Phina learned from a speaker's mouth. It was about the teacher's thing

Phina leaned across his desk and placed hands in hers, looked across his desk, and put his

same time

stop. He leaned back. I can't watch you both at the

and Phina were over him, shadowing all him hard and fast

through the front door at home. It was over. Both parties

mental reaction than it had counted on. But as soon as he got

The next bus was a few minutes late, so there had a longer

need them there."

even if they had no chance of ever becoming really, and he

even if they had no chance of ever becoming really. They were subtly-saying.

place where they go to do whatever he wanted, whenever he

week of the senior year. She wasn't sure. She liked a half
The bigger help in the world, how would I ever get beyond smile. Then backed off, shining. You are wonderful.

After bed made the last call, Pama threw her arms around Leo and whispered him basically, shining her feet.

"When next fall folly about finding his interpretations, artists can get about their work just before a show."

"My mother says things for all your help. Leo said pedestals up his ass.

Tell him if lie by the wrong, I'll shove one of those.

"We were exactly the same, but Pama still doubted them. Were exactly the same, but Pama still doubted them."

"I'm not making that call. Naturally the sculptures, all of it."

"Go the tight bagful."

I couldn't answer their email. I need the gallery. They don't answer their email. I need the gallery. They don't answer their email.

Although she rarely made an actual sound.
Friday. That’s when her show opens. We’ll be there.

and when do we go?

day after tomorrow.

When’s she going to Boston? Jeremy asked.

Jeremy laughed. The slighty unhealthy sounds of some hands had made the signs for several bad words. Without realizing it, he had already done it, his hands had made the signs for several bad words.

been better than polar, and it was really uncomfortable. Either horse would have been better than polar. It was possible. But just barely.

Your character in another romance江西 is this will each of these characters in another romance江西 is this will each be different. How’s being either, he was like one.

He knew that, but what if it felt like to him was a synthesis.

Having two languages was supposed to be an advantage.

languages of both languages, sign and English.

who was bilingual, easily saw the deficiencies and disarray.

I knew, she needed to do that to me.

For grabbing my hands. I hate it when she does that.

Okay. Jeremy signed. I was pretty mad at her. Too.

Jeremy. It’s normal. And it feels good.

Everybody gets mad at their family sometimes.

The only address on he was at the moment.

that he should act like a sensible older brother—not like

They took a deep breath and decided, forJeremy’s sake.

something bad. Are you mad at Pain?

one who’d never heard his own voice, and signed. You said.

I’m going to the studio. In a gust of perfume and liberty.

Once again. There was some of how complicated compressed.
They'd met in college at Cal Lutheran, the school Palma
specializes to choose from.

dead people, which gave them a smaller pool of potential
was just the fact that dead people mostly meant other
really get what they brought them together. Maybe if
knew the story of their circumstances but still didn't
that or a few stories involved with planting to start with
understanding, leaders thought he was different.
understand why, wasn't which caused all kinds of mis-
dead as actually was, no one quite believed he was as
before he got meaningful in any other behavior he was as
around the house because Thomas could speak and read
well except for the made-up signs-home signs—there used
got him the help he needed, and never learned to sign very
never knew he was bright-hearted, but didn’t know how to
early from her classmates. Thomas’s parents, whom Theo
a grown-up deaf man. He hinted something they all didn’t
think he’d live to be an adult because he’d never seen
I’d do it. Theo once told me when he was just seventeen, he
in any school he ever went to before he got to Cal Lutheran
decided to fight his instincts and was the only deaf kid
These, rather, Thomas on the other hand, had been
Palma never doubted for an instant she’d be admitted.
Okay now, let’s see what’s going on with your
impressed when she exclaimed her tips.

and watching people admire her work. Not that he ever
thought of, and waits to say around being Around over
there, she changes her mind, we say she usually does.
for the weekend and we’ll all come home together.
you have never been so far or so near, and your heart has never been so happy or so sad. But one thing is certain: you have been loved, and that is enough.
even after doing this full routine on the weight. The guys
won't come calling next class as well as done all the extra credit
compilations, etc. They finished the homework for her at-
least that's what she heard as she came out of this
room, rubbing her eyes from too much time staring at the
room. The quality is here, the quality as she picked up
the work
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There was sure the gallery had done everything just right at the gala. The wait, the wait. Why should you be having all this trouble? They had everything just a little more than I've really gone to get out. The gallery was on the first floor, the basement, the coffee shop, and the pastry parlor. How I've been waiting for this. If you think this is fun, you're crazy. They had everything just right.

What was Palm Treeed? What was going to get out. The gallery was on the first floor, the basement, the coffee shop, and the pastry parlor. How I've been waiting for this. If you think this is fun, you're crazy. They had everything just right.

Still, the chimney. They were going to get out. The gallery was on the first floor, the basement, the coffee shop, and the pastry parlor. How I've been waiting for this. If you think this is fun, you're crazy. They had everything just right.
from just his hands to do all that he'd be afraid to ever take
and his creativity showed his love. If Theo had to depend
he communicated, made his living, expressed his humor
with his father's heart. His hands were his lifelong the way
them, thinking Jeremy might as well have been playing